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Dudes
into

heavy
metal

Elspeth Thompson
visits an armoury
where authenticity
is the watchword

ITIS an unprepossessing
location ~ a couple of
sheds and old barns on a

farm in the depths of Essex,
from which loud Led Zeppe-
lin music emanates - but
Raven Armoury is one of the
most h ighly-t ho u gh t -of
swordsmiths and armourers
in the country.

The company has recently
been appointed by the Royal
Armourers to make a selec-
tion of historically-accurate
replicas of swords for sale
and display at the Tower of
London. They are also cop-
sidering a deal to make the
weapons for a major histori-
cal feature film.

Its employees, long-haired
young men who emerge from
the workshops wiping their
hands on tatty jeans, look
like members of a Seventies
rock group. Raven Armoury
has come a long way since its
founding director, 26-year-
old Simon Fearnhamm, set it
up in 1987. "I was interested
~~_m~r~iala~~~and w~?po~~



tional techniques, but using
modern high-carbon sprung
steel (for extra strength and
springiness). They start as
fiat springs of steel which are
then forged and cut to shape
using a grinder. They are
then hardened (heated to
1,500·F and drenched in oil)
off-site, brought back for
tempering (heating to 400·
till they turn first straw-col-
oured, then blue, to make
them less brittle) and fin-
ished and polished by hand.

The team also includes a
leatherworker, who bands
the handles and makes

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I tooled scabbards, fastenings
for shields and the straps
that hold the components of
a suit of armour together.

"These are chainmail
'chausseurs' or trousers,"
says Fearnhamm, holding up
two tubes made entirely
from links of silvery metal.
They'd have been held up by
leather straps attached to the
belt under the tunic - a bit
like suspenders, really."

But does anyone actually
wear this stuff? Fearnhamm
smiles, "By far the majority
of our customers are serious
collectors. They might have
it ar.r a n ged in cabinets
around their homes. But yes,
some people definitely like
wearing it." The company is
presently working on an
entire suit of armour for a
barrister whose ancestors
fought in the Crusades.
When' that's finished he
wants a Roman and a Viking
suit. It stands around his
17th-century farmhouse
looking spectacular.

Fearnhamm's insistence
on historical authenticity
sometimes stands in the way

ill my teens," he says, "and I
started to dabble around
making swords in the metal-
workshop after school. "

He was a fan of the fantasy
game Dungeons and Dragons
and "heroic fantasy" fiction
- those lurid books in which
characters with names like
Zorg slay orcs and dragons
using swords with supernat-
'ural powers. .

Space in the showroom - a
medieval-looking room with
heavy black beams - is
divided between historic
armour that would not have
been out of place in the Cru-
sades, and more alarming
creations incorporating cast
metal skulls and bats' wings
that seem to be straight from'
the set of Mad Max Il.

The swords are the most
beautiful part of the collec-

tion - graceful, elegant
objects with handles of hard-
wood, or bound in hand-
stitched leather. The pom-
mels (heads) are often
intricately wrought in the
form of snarling dogs or
dragons' heads. Cast in steel
or bronze, they 'play a vital
part in balancing the swords.
Even if the sword is destined
to spend its life hanging on a
wall above the fire, Fearn-
hamm ensures that each is
authentic and practical.

"It should swing back into
position with the tip in the

air," he says, demonstrating
with the "Gothic" sword, a
striking copy of an original
dating back to 1300. There's
also the "Claymore", a hefty
six-pounder from around
1600; a curved "Thieves
Scimitar" fit for Ali Baba;
and a selection of lethal-look-
ing Japanese models - and
the "Dragon. Slayer" (com-
plete with dragon' pommel),
"Elven Longsword" and
"Dragon's Eye Zwehandler"
from the fantasy range.

All the swords and knives
are made according to tradi-
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Limescale Inhibitor -
just £19.95 delivered

Are you sick and tired of limescale deposits in your
kettle? If the answer is yes, you'll be interested to know
about the Eco-Scale Limescale Inhibitor - today's offer
'available for just £19.95.
Many homes in Britain suffer from hard water which in
turn causes build up of limescale.
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of other work. He turned
down a lucrative offer to sup-
ply swords for the Robin
Hood film Prince of Thieves
because they wanted him to
use aluminium. Some of
Fearnhamm's favourite cus-
tomers include the authors of
the. fantasy fiction titles that
inspired him in the first
place. David Gemmell, cre-
ator of Legend and The Lion
of Macedon has a copy of the
axe used by his most famous
character, Druss, while for
Michael Moorcock, Fearn-

hamm is making a copy of
"Stormbringer", the demon-
possessed sword of the book
ofthat name.

Raven Armoury will also
make up swords and knives
to customers' own designs.

• Raven Armoury's wor k can
be seen at the Royal Arm-
ourers in the White Tower at
the Tower of London, or by
appointment at Raven Arm-
oury, Handleys Farm, Dun-
mow Road, Thaxted, Essex
CM62NX(0371870486).
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• Men at
work: from
left, Mark .
Tyler, Graham
Turner, Alan
Sheppard and
Simon
Fearnhamm of
Raven
Armoury.
Fearnhamm,
who founded
the company,
is a big fan of
'heroic
fantasy'
fiction, left
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by Michael Furnell
and Philip Jones
Make your dream of
living abroad a realit;
This 'guide contains Cl

wealth of informatio
popular destinations
including:
• buying a property al
• tax and financial pi,


